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Abstract

The marketing and psychology literatures have developed a robust
finding that the co-presentation of products causes consumers to asso-
ciate them. Associated products are evaluated more similarly. Suppos-
ing that agents behave according to this evidence, I axiomatically derive
a tractable utility model of this association effect. In an application, I
study a two product monopolist that can strategically choose whether
or not to offer his products under the same brand. I demonstrate that
psychological association can provide strict incentives for either brand
extension or brand differentiation depending on the joint distribution
of product valuations in the market. Appropriate branding strategies
allow firms to extract more surplus from consumers when psychological
association is present.

∗I am indebted to Bart Lipman and Jawwad Noor for their guidance on this project.
I’ve also greatly benefited from conversations with Callen Anthony, Seth Benzell, Andy
Newman, Juan Ortner, Matt Rabin, Larry Samuelson, Nick Saponara, and Andrei Shleifer.
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1 Introduction

Consider a restaurant that you’ve been visiting for years. You enjoy their food

and have every intention of continuing to eat there. You like this restaurant

so much that you take your significant other there with the intent to propose

marriage. However, to your great surprise, your proposal is refused. Following

this rejection, you never return to the restaurant. You even refuse to go there

when friends suggest it. In your mind, the restaurant is forever associated with

that awful experience.

Alternatively, for very happy experiences we go out of our way to purchase

or create mementos. At weddings we vigorously snap photographs, on vaca-

tions we buy souvenirs, and at theme parks we purchase large quantities of

branded merchandise. All of these behaviors can be viewed as attempts to

extend this positive experience by establishing an association with a durable

token. These tokens are meant to help carry some of that positive experience

forward with us.

People who engage in these behaviors seem to be revealing that the con-

sumption value of a product can be influenced by the context in which that

product was used in the past. This sort of history dependence obviously influ-

ences our decision making. However, the economics literature has paid very

little attention to the mechanisms by which our past experiences shape our

current preferences.1 This paper provides foundations for a simple model in

which our current utility is partially determined by the psychological associa-

tions we hold. These associations can be created by external forces or through

one’s own conscious effort.

The importance of psychological associations in determining our behav-

ior has a long history in psychology. The experimental psychology literature

on evaluative conditioning focuses specifically on how associations shape our

evaluation of particular goods. This literature was initiated by the luncheon

experiment in Razran (1954). This classic study found that subjects who ex-

perienced a particular item (artwork, music, or a quote) together with a free

1One major exception is the literature on habit formation.
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lunch were later more positively disposed to the item than before the lunch.

Opposite results are obtained when the free lunch is replaced by a foul odor.

De Houwer, Thomas, and Baeyens (2001) provide an excellent survey of the

vast literature following Razran. The weight of evidence demonstrates these

association effects to be a robust and long-lasting phenomenon.

Building on the psychological evidence, the marketing literature suggests

that brand value can be created by curating the associations that people hold

with a particular brand [Keller (1993), Dimofte and Yalch (2011)]. Thus, one

role of marketing professionals is to use advertisements and brand imagery

to reshape consumers’ psychological associations. This view of advertising

is quite distinct from the canonical economic views of advertising as either

a signal (money-burning) or a source of objective information. Behavioral

economic theories of advertising typically focus on making a product salient

to attention constrained consumers, this is also conceptually distinct from this

association-based view.

Very little work has attempted to incorporate psychological association into

formal theoretical models. One reason for this is that previous work tends to

conceptualize associations via a spreading activation network model of memory

[Walther (2002), Dimofte and Yalch (2011)]. Formalizations of such models are

not particularly amenable to applications. Thus the primary contribution of

this paper is to provide foundations for a tractable association-based expected

utility (ABEU) model.

I start by taking the key insights from the evaluative conditioning literature

as behavioral axioms. Together with standard expected utility assumptions,

this characterizes the ABEU model. Decision makers obeying my axioms can

be viewed as if they mix the utility of associated objects. Specifically, an

ABEU agent’s preferences can be represented by:

VA(c) =

u(c) c 6∈ A

(1− α)u(c) + α
∑

a∈A
u(a)
|A| c ∈ A

(1)

Intuitively, this agent has some underlying utility function, u, which is
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modified when certain goods, within the set A, become associated. Goods in

the association set are evaluated according to a convex combination of their

initial utility and the average utility of associated objects. The strength of

association is measured by α ∈ (0, 1).

The ABEU model extends the standard expected utility framework to allow

for psychological associations. The primary motivation for this extension is to

provide economists with a tractable way of incorporating the behavioral evi-

dence into applications. To this end, I study an application in which strategic

marketing can be used to manipulate psychological associations.

Specifically, I study a two product monopolist making a strategic branding

decision. This firm must decide whether to market their two products under

the same brand umbrella or to use separate labels. When facing ABEU con-

sumers, this decision is akin to deciding whether to mix the demand curves

of the two products. I show how the distribution of consumer valuations can

impact the optimal branding strategy. This is far from the only application.

The next section provides additional examples of settings where the ABEU

model can be applied.

2 Examples

Example 1: Advertising and Association

ABEU makes a potent theory of advertising. The ubiquity of sexual im-

agery in advertising is an excellent example of firms responding to ABEU. Sex-

ual arousal is pleasurable (and prefered to most products), therefore ABEU

predicts that ads generating an association between a product and arousing im-

agery should be effective. Standard economic theories of advertising (money-

burning, information, consideration set) have trouble explaining the fairly uni-

form content of many advertisments (attractive women, popular celebrities,

tranquil scenery, and low-information)

Example 2: Smear Campaigns

Voters with ABEU will be susceptible to negative campaigning in ways that
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standard voters would not. This framework suggests that an effective cam-

paign strategy would be to simply run advertisements that alternate images

of the opposition candidate with unpleasant stimuli. This would be expected

to generate a negative association between your opponent and the unpleasant

stimuli, lowering their likelihood of receiving votes. Such a campaign strategy

would not have this effect in the standard model since no information is con-

veyed.

Example 3: Attribution Bias as Association

Sihmonson (2009) shows that bad weather during a propective student’s

university visit is associated with lower matriculation rates. Haggag and Pope

(2017) find that amusement park visitors have a higher stated willingness to

return if their recent visit coincided with pleasant weather. If pleasant and

unpleasant weather are viewed as their own consumption goods, this evidence

can easily be explained by ABEU. Haggag and Pope provide a model of “at-

tribution bias” in which the agent evaluates a state-dependent consumption

object as a mixture of the utility in the current state and the utility in previ-

ous states in which the object was consumed. This can be viewed as a special

case of the current model. To see this let c be yesterday’s consumption, ω

be yesterday’s state, and ω′ be today’s state. Then Haggag and Pope’s two

period model is simply the ABEU model in which the set of outcomes is C×Ω

and A = (c, ω), (c, ω′). Thus the ABEU model generalizes the attribution bias

model to allow misattribution or association among distinct goods.

3 Foundations for Association

3.1 Choice environment

Let C be a (at most countable) set of consumption goods and ∆(C) be the

set of simple lotteries over C.2 I consider an agent’s preference over ∆(C),

conditional on having been previously primed by a finite set of goods A ⊂ C.

2Simple lotteries are lotteries with finite support.
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Denote this conditional preference %A. A will be interpreted as an exogenous

association set. Let %∅ denote the agent’s preference in the absence of any

prior priming. When a %∅-maximal (minimal) object exists, denote it by c̄

(c). I assume that %A is observable for every finite set A ⊂ C/{c̄, c}.3 In a

slight abuse of notation, I denote a uniform lottery over the alternatives in A

by A
|A| .

This choice environment is intended to mimic a typical experimental set-up

from the evaluative conditioning literature. Here associations are generated

in participants by concurrent priming of multiple items and then the effect of

this association is elicited through choice over a wider set of both primed and

unprimed items. In settings where willingness to pay is elicited, the set of un-

primed items can be viewed as including money. In one application of interest,

the association set can be interpreted as an advertising campaign or branding

strategy that generates an association between two or more products.

3.2 Behavioral Assumptions

To model association-based preferences, I impose several assumptions on be-

havior which are meant to capture some intuitive aspects of association. In

order to focus our attention on the implications of association, I rule out other

non-standard behavior by imposing the familiar expected utility conditions

(weak order, continuity, and independence).

Axiom 0: For every association set, A, %A has an expected utility repre-

sentation.

It will be useful to think of %∅ as the agent’s initial preference when no associ-

ations are induced. The next axiom limits how much the process of association

can impact this initial preference.

3The requirement that the maximal elements not be in the association set is purely
technical. If there are multiple maximal elements, only one needs to be left out of the
association sets.
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Axiom 1: If p, q ∈ ∆(A) or p, q ∈ ∆(AC), then p %A q ⇐⇒ p %∅ q.

This axiom requires that if neither p nor q places probability on outcomes

that were primed, then the agent’s preference between the lotteries should not

change. In addition, this axiom requires that if all realizations of both lot-

teries, p and q, are included in the association set, then the agent’s ranking

does not reverse. Intuitively, this says if two outcomes a and b become asso-

ciated with one another (or some common third object) that this should not

overwhelm the agent’s initial preference. Notice this assumption implies that

the only revealed preference implications of association occur when the agent

is comparing objects across the boundary of the association set. Therefore if

a ∈ A and b 6∈ A, we cannot be sure whether the agent’s post association

preference between them will conform to their initial preference.

The next axiom captures the essential character of evaluative conditioning,

that association of a good with relatively worse (better) objects lowers (raises)

its value.

Axiom 2: For a∗, a∗ ∈ A where a∗ %∅ a and a %∅ a∗ ∀a ∈ A, the following

hold for every p ∈ ∆(C):

1. p %∅ a∗ =⇒ p %A a∗

2. a∗ %∅ p =⇒ a∗ %A p

This condition simply states that the best object in A, as determined by the

initial preference order, becomes less valuable after association with the other

(worse) objects in A and that the opposite holds for the worst object in A.

With only these basic conditions, we can obtain a representation result

with a significant amount of structure. This is shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 1: The collection of preferences {%A} satisfies Axioms 0 - 2 if and

only if there exists a tuple (u, {αA, pA}) such that u : ∆(C) → R is linear

in probability, αA ∈ [0, 1] and pA ∈ ∆(A) for every A, and that each %A is
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represented by

VA(p) = Ep

u(c) c 6∈ A

(1− αA)u(c) + αAu(pA) c ∈ A

Lemma 1 derives a very flexible utility representation which captures the

main intuition of association. In this model, the agent is viewed as evaluating

alternatives using a mixture of their direct utilities with the utility of associated

objects. However, the weak assumptions mean that very little structure is

placed on the association process. In order to provide a more tractable model,

it will be useful to further specialize the type of association we have in mind.

One plausible assumption is that the association process simply causes the

agent to mis-attribute value within the association set. In other words, asso-

ciation neither systematically increases nor decreases the value of objects, but

simply redistributes value among the set of alternatives. This idea is captured

by the following condition.

Axiom 3: If p ∈ ∆(C/A), then A
|A| ∼∅ p⇐⇒

A
|A| ∼A p.

This condition supposes that a decision maker’s evaluation of a uniform lot-

tery over the set A is unaffected if all elements of A are primed prior to choice.

Adding this to the above assumptions allows us to specialize the representa-

tion from Lemma 1.

Lemma 2: The collection of preferences {%A} satisfies Axioms 0 - 3 if and

only if there exists a tuple (u, {αA, pA}) such that u : ∆(C) → R is linear in

probability, αA ∈ [0, 1] for every A, and that each %A is represented by

VA(p) = Ep

u(c) c 6∈ A

(1− αA)u(c) + αA
1
|A|
∑

a∈A u(a) c ∈ A

This added assumption allows us to view the agent as evaluating alter-
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natives in the association set as a mixture between their direct utility and

the average of all associated alternatives. This representation also allows the

strength of association to depend on what is included in the set. There are

many situations where this is desirable. For instance, evaluative condition-

ing is often thought of as a subconscious process. If a particular combination

of objects is very unusual or attention grabbing we might expect a decision

maker to consciously resist psychological association between the contents re-

sulting in a lower α. However, this allows the possibility of some non-intuitive

behavior. Specifically, consider two association sets, A and B, which share a

common object c and can be ranked in the following sense:

Definition 1: A (strictly) improves B if A
|A| %∅ (�∅) B

|B| .

Allowing α to be an arbitrary function of the association set means that we

could observe:

c ∼∅ c′, c′ �A c, and c �B c′.

Thus without further behavioral restrictions, improving the quality of items

which are associated with c could actually lower an agent’s ex post evaluation

of c. This behavior is at odds with the basic intuition underlying psychological

association. In order to study the basic implications of association in economic

settings it will useful to abstract away from this concern. Formally,

Axiom 4: If c ∈ A ∩ B and A (strictly) improves B, then a %B p =⇒ a %A
(�A) p.

Combined with a suitable richness condition on the consumption space, Ax-

ioms 0 - 4 pin down an extremely tractable model of association. This is shown

in proposition 1. The uniqueness properties of the model are established in

proposition 2.

Definition 2: An association-based expected utility (ABEU) representation

of {%A} is a pair (u, α) such that u : ∆(C) → R is linear in probability,
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α ∈ [0, 1], and that each %A is represented by

uA(p) = Ep

u(c) c 6∈ A

(1− α)u(c) + α 1
|A|
∑

a∈A u(a) c ∈ A

Definition 3: The consumption space, C, is rich if for every c, c′ ∈ C such

that c �∅ c′ the following hold:

1. (Order-Denseness) There exists some c′′ ∈ C such that c �∅ c′′ �∅ c′.

2. (Unboundedness) For every ε > 0, there exists a c̄ and c such that

(1− ε)c′ + εc̄ �∅ c and c′ �∅ (1− ε)c+ εc.

Theorem 1: When C is rich, a decision maker’s preferences, {%A}, satisfy

Axioms 0 - 4 if and only if there exists an association-based expected utility

(ABEU) representation of {%A}.

Theorem 2: If (u, α) and (u′, α′) are both ABEU representations of {%A},
then α = α′ and u′ is a positive affine transformation of u.

The last result of this section establishes that the parameter α does in fact

capture psychological association. In the ABEU model, the association pro-

cess can lead to preference reversals. Thus we expect an agent with stronger

psychological association to experience more reversals (in the sense of set inclu-

sion). I formalize this intuition in definition 4. Then proposition 1 establishes

that the parameter, α, captures the strength of psychological association in

the ABEU model.

Definition 4: Agent 1 exhibits stronger association than agent 2 if for ev-

ery association set A,

1. %1
∅=%

2
∅, and

2. If p %2
∅ q and q �2

A p, then q �1
A p.
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Proposition 1: Suppose agents 1 and 2 hold preferences which admit ABEU

representations, (u1, α1) and (u2, α2). Agent 1 exhibits stronger association

than agent 2 if and only if u is a positive affine transformation of u′ and

α1 ≥ α2.

4 Application: Brand Extension

One advantage of the ABEU model is that it is sufficiently tractable to be

applied in standard economic settings. The decision theoretic underpinnings

of the ABEU model take the association set to be exogenous. However, this

is from the point of view of the consumer. When firms are selling products to

consumers with ABEU preferences, it may be possible for the firm to endoge-

nously affect the contents of the association set. The marketing literature has

suggested that psychological associations can be an important factor in the

success of brand extension.

Brand extension is a marketing strategy in which a firm sells several dis-

tinct products under the same brand umbrella. Typically, this involves a firm

introducing a new product using the brand name from an existing product

line. These brand extension represent a large share of all new consumer prod-

ucts, Aaker and Keller (1990) finds 40% of new products in US supermarkets

are brand extensions.

The economics literature has mainly viewed brand extensions as the re-

sult of a signaling equilibrium. The idea is that firms who have developed

a reputation of being a high quality producer of one product can carry this

advantage into new markets by only extending their brand to other high qual-

ity products. However, this explanation runs into several difficulties. Moorthy

(2012) criticizes this explanation on technical grounds, demonstrating that the

signaling equilibrium is not robust and fails to exist when firms face arbitrarily

small amounts of uncertainty about the quality of new products. Additionally,

signaling explanations cannot explain brand extension when the quality of new

products is readily observable. In other cases, the signaling explanation has

trouble explaining situations when firms choose not to brand extend despite
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having a reputation for quality.

I show how the ABEU model can be used to understand brand extension

in situations where the signaling model may not be appropriate. Specifically,

the possibility of psychological association can motivate firms to either extend

their brand (or not) even when consumers have no uncertainty about product

quality. To study this setting, I adapt the environment familiar from the

literature on bundling (see McAfee, McMillan, and Whinston (1989)).

Specifically, I consider a monopolist selling two products, x and y. In ad-

dition to choosing the price of each good, this monopolist may choose whether

to market the products under a single brand. The monopolist operates in a

market populated by a unit measure of consumers whose willingness to pay

(their reserve price) for products exhibits an association effect of strength,

α. Specifically, when the two products are branded separately, let Pi(x) and

Pi(y) denote the willingness to pay of consumer i ∈ [0, 1] for products x and

y, respectively. However, if the monopolists chooses to extend a single brand

to both products, then consumers will associate the products. In that case,

the willingness to pay for x becomes

Pα
i (x) = (1− α)Pi(x) + α

Pi(x) + Pi(y)

2

and symmetrically for y.

The following propositions show that a profit maximizing monopolist mo-

nopolist must take into account his customer’s psychological association. Propo-

sition 4 shows how a monopolist can use brand extension to extract more

surplus from ABEU consumers. Essentially, a monopolist is able to use asso-

ciation effects to convince consumers to buy worthless branded merchandise.

This allows the monopolist to sell secondary products to customers who are

unwilling to pay the monopoly price for the primary product. Proposition 5

shows that indiscriminate brand extension can reduce profits when products

are sufficiently horizontally differentiated.

Proposition 4: If Pi(x) > Pi(y) = 0 ∀i, Pj(x) > c(x) for some j, and c(y) = 0,
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then brand extension strictly increases profits.

Proposition 5: If Pi(x) > Pj(x) ⇐⇒ Pj(y) > Pi(y), then brand extension

strictly decreases profits.

5 Related Literature

This project draws inspiration from the experimental psychological literature

on evaluative conditioning. One of the earliest examples is the Razran (1954)

luncheon experiment. Razran asked participants to evaluate a variety of vi-

sual and auditory stimuli (e.g. music, artwork, and quotations). Then some of

these stimuli were paired with either a free lunch or unpleasant odors. When

participants were later asked to re-evaluate the items, it was shown that items

paired with the free lunch were evaluated more positively and items paired

with the unpleasant odor more negatively. Another important experiment

was conducted by Levey and Martin (1974). They elicited subjects’ rank-

ings of a variety of images. When neutral images were paired with highly

liked (disliked) images, the evaluation of the neutral images improved (de-

clined). Levey and Martin (1974) spurred many similar studies that showed

the phenomenon of evaluative conditioning to be extremely robust across sen-

sory modes and product categories. This literature is expertly surveyed by De

Houwer, Thomas, and Baeyens (2001).

Of particular interest to the present study, Kim, Allen, and Kardes (1996)

show that evaluative conditioning can be effective in a consumer goods set-

ting. Specifically, they conduct an experiment which shows that pairing a

brand of facial tissues with images of kittens substantially improves subjects’

evaluations of the brand. This is just one example of a growing literature in

academic marketing which recognizes the importance of psychological associ-

ation on consumer choice. Bargh (2002) reviews the evidence on unconscious

influences on behavior and calls for more attention on this issue in consumer

psychology. Answering this call, Dimofte and Yalch (2011) propose that “mere

association” can impact brand value. Their idea is that the value of a product
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or brand is partially determined by the ideas and associations it evokes. Like

many papers in the advertising literature, Dimofte and Yalch suggest the use

of spreading activation networks to model associative memory. However, the

use of these network models (or any formal model) to study psychological as-

sociation is exceedingly rare.4 One reason for this is that these sorts of neural

network models are mathematically complicated and involve many parameters

which make them difficult to operationalize. A key goal of the present paper

is to provide a tractable model which can be used to bring these psychological

insights to bear on economic questions in a rigorous way.

While evaluative conditioning and psychological association have been pop-

ular topics in psychology and marketing, the economics literature has been

comparatively silent on these issues. The behavioral economics literature on

framing is the closest antecedent to my model. Rubinstein (1993) presented

an early framing model in which monopolists could split the price of their

product into two components. By making this split a complex function of the

state of the world, the monopolist can effectively price discriminate against

computationally constrained consumers. Masatlioglu and Ok (2005) axiom-

atize a model of choice where an exogenous status quo frames decisions by

giving a utility bump to the object designated as the status quo. Rubinstein

and Salant (2006) study choice from lists where a statisficing agent’s choice

is influenced by the order of presentation. Ahn and Ergin (2010) axiomatize

a model where the way in which a contract is written can affect an actor’s

evaluation by bringing to mind more contingencies. Gennaioli and Shleifer

(2010) find similar behavior in a model of local thinking. All of these models

study the impact of pay-off irrelevant features of the environment on choice

behavior. Rubinstein and Salant (2008) provided choice theoretic foundations

for a general framework to capture these framing effects. Spiegler (2014) ex-

plores the idea of advertisements as frames and shows how competitive market

forces can mitigate the consumer welfare losses from framing. In a broad sense,

evaluative conditioning generally and my ABEU model in particular can be

4One notable exception is Bhatt (2012) who constructs a framework using spreading
activation networks to study advertising.
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viewed as a specific type of framing.

However, this interpretation relies on a particular view of the underlying

psychological process. Essentially, a framing interpretation requires that asso-

ciation affects choice by “tricking” the agent and not directly impacting the

hedonic value of an experience. When the marketing literature discusses brand

value as being derived from associations (see some reference), it is implicit

that these associations actually affect consumer experience. The fact that a

consumer has fond childhood memories of Hershey bars and terrible past ex-

periences with Jack Daniels can very well impact actual consumption value

today. If this sort of memory utility underlies the evidence on psychological

association, then it should be viewed as a distinct phenomenon from framing.

My results are largely independent of which mechanism causes consumers to

exhibit association-based preferences.

A Proofs

Proof of Sufficiency for Lemma 1.

For each A, let VA(p) = EpuA(c) be an expected utility (EU) representation of

%A. These representations are guaranteed to exist by Axiom 0. Define u ≡ V∅.

It is WLOG to assume u(c̄) = 1 and u(c) = 0.5

Now notice that Axiom 1 ensures that VA is ordinally equivalent to u on both

of the subdomains ∆(A) and ∆(AC). Since the EU representation is unique

up to positive affine transformations, it is WLOG to assume

VA(p) = Ep

u(c) c 6∈ A

αAu(c) + βA c ∈ A

for some real numbers, αA > 0 and βA. Now notice that Axiom 2 together

with continuity implies that there exists a β ∈ [0, 1] such that for pA ≡
5This proof works whenever maximal and minimal elements exist. When the order is

unbounded, apply this proof to some bounded sub-domain and then use induction to add
one element to the domain at a time to extend the result to the entire (countably infinite)
domain.
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βa∗ + (1− β)a∗ it is true that pA ∼∅ γc̄+ (1− γ)c iff pA ∼A γc̄+ (1− γ)c.

Noting that u(pA) = γ, it follows that βA = γ − αAu(pA) = (1 − αA)u(pA).

Substituting for βA gives the desired representation.

Proof of Sufficiency for Lemma 2.

Notice in Lemma 1 that pA ∈ ∆(A) was a lottery with a utility unaffected

by the association process. Moreover, from the representation we see that

VA(pA) = u(pA). Axiom 3 assumes that the uniform lottery over A, A
|A| is

unaffected by priming A. Axiom 2 plus continuity guarantee that pA ∼A A
|A| .

And using the representation from Lemma 1, we can see further that

u(pA) = VA(pA) = VA(
A

|A|
) = u(

A

|A|
) =

1

|A|
∑
a∈A

u(a).

Substituting for u(pA) in the Lemma 1 representation establishes the result.

Proof of Sufficiency for Theorem 1.

Step 1: Axiom 4 implies that if A
|A| ∼∅

B
|B| , then αA = αB.

Case 1: Suppose there exists a c ∈ A ∩ B. In this case Axiom 4 requires

that c ∼A p iff c ∼B p for every p such that supp(p) ∩ (A ∪ B) = ∅. Thus

VA(c) = VB(c) = V∅(p). But this implies

αA(VA

(
A

|A|

)
− u(c)) = αB(VB

(
B

|B|

)
− u(c))

Thus the conclusion holds whenever VA

(
A
|A|

)
6= u(c). But if VA

(
A
|A|

)
= u(c)

for every c ∈ A∩B, then notice A
|A| ∼∅

A\B
|A\B| ∼∅

B
|B| and apply the above result

to find that αA = αA\B and similarly αB = αB\A . Finally apply case 2 to find

αB\A = αA\B.

Case 2: Suppose A ∩ B = ∅. Then notice A∪B
|A∪B| ∼∅

A
|A| . Thus Case 1 ap-
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plies.

The following observations rely heavily on the richness condition which im-

poses that C is countably infinite, order dense with respect to %∅, and un-

bounded in both directions.

Step 2: Trivially, richness implies that WLOG u : C → R is unbounded

in both directions.

Step 3: For every c, c′ ∈ C and p, p′ ∈ ∆(C) such that p′ �∅ p, there exists a

finite subset A ⊂ C containing c and c′ such that p′ �∅ A
|A| �∅ p. Moreover,

WLOG for all c there exists A 3 c such that u( A
|A|) = ξ ∀ξ ∈ Q.

Step 4: If for some A,B αA 6= αB, then Axiom 4 is violated for sufficiently

extreme values of u(c) generating a contradiction and thus proving the theo-

rem.

Specifically, WLOG suppose A improves B and αA > αB. Then Step 3 guaran-

tees that there are sets A′ B′ which share some c with arbitrarily high utility,

yet satisfy A′

|A′| = A
|A| and B′

|B′| = B
|B| . Step 1 implies αA = αA′ and αB = αB′ .

But notice that Axiom 4 requires that

VA′(c) > VB′(c)

αA′ [u(A/|A|)− u(c)] > αB′ [u(B/|B|)− u(c)]

αA′

αB′
<
u(c)− u(A/|A|)
u(c)− u(B/|B|)

< 1

αA < αB

which yields a contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 2.

This follows directly from proposition 3.
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Proof of proposition 3.

WLOG set u1 = u2 = u throughout this proof. (=⇒) Suppose Agent 1 ex-

hibits stronger association than agent 2. Choose some p, q, and A such that

p %2
∅ q and q �2

A p. Let IA be an indicator function for elements in A and let �
denote component-wise multiplication of vectors (or functions). The assumed

preference reversal for agent 2 will occur if and only if

[(q − p)� IA] · α2

(∑
a∈A

u(a)

|A|
− u

)
> (p− q) · u

Thus this p, q reversal will also occur for agent 1 if α1 ≥ α2. Therefore, (in

terms of set inclusion) agent 1 will have more preference reversals than agent

2 if α1 ≥ α2.

(⇐=) To show this parameter restriction is also necessary for definition 4 to

hold, suppose toward a contradiction that α2 > α1. Fix some c′ 6∈ A and

define p′ = βc′ + (1 − β)p and q′ = βc′ + (1 − β)q where β ∈ [0, 1] is chosen

such that p ∼1
A q. This is guaranteed to exist by continuity. This implies

[(q′ − p′)� IA] · α1

(∑
a∈A

u(a)

|A|
− u

)
= (p′ − q′) · u

but then, clearly, it must be true that

[(q′ − p′) ? IA] · α2

(∑
a∈A

u(a)

|A|
− u

)
> (p′ − q′) · u

in other words we find a p′, q′ preference reversal for agent 2 that does not

occur for agent 1, violating definition 4. �

Proof of Proposition 4.

Notice, a firm who brand extends can maintain its level of profits by bundling

x and y and selling the bundle at the old optimal monopoly price for x, px.

Now suppose they offered the bundle at price px + ε and y by itself at a price

18



of αpx. Notice any consumers who stops buying the bundle following the price

increase will switch to buying only y. But, the optimal price was determined

assuming the consumers would exit entirely. Since selling y at αpx still yields

positive profits, the firm can increase profits by slightly increasing the price of

the bundle. �

Proof of Proposition 5.

Under the hypothesis, the demand for the two products are perfectly nega-

tively correlated. The association process creates a new demand curve for a

product which is the point-wise mixture (convex combination) between these

two demand curves. This increases the elasticity of demand for both prod-

ucts, therefore decreasing a monopolists’ obtainable profits in both products

relative to not brand extending.
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